
The Dramatic Conversions of Paul and James
Both Paul and James (Jesus’ brother) did not believe in Jesus’ message. Prior to his Damascus 
conversion Paul admits to persecuting early Christians (1 Cor. 15:9). He hated Jesus, and the 
blasphemous movement he founded since he saw a crucified messiah as a curse (Gal 3:13). 
However, Jesus appears to Paul on his voyage to Damascus (Acts 9:3–9) and, as a 
result, Paul incredibly converts and faces persecution in leading the very movement he 
tried to exterminate. Moreover, James, according to gospel traditions, rejected his brother’s 
message (Mark 3:21; 6:2-4, 6; John 7:5; 19:25-27). However, Jesus appears to him and he is 
likewise radically converted. Both Paul and James end up leading the early church and both die as 
martyrs. What can account for their radical change? According to them it was Jesus’ resurrection.

Resurrection Conception
Jewish beliefs about the afterlife excluded anyone rising from the dead to glory and immortality be-
fore the general resurrection at the end of the world. Thus, it is rather odd that the earliest disciples, 
Paul and James, all of whom were Jews, end up proclaiming this very thing. They were proclaim-
ing a single resurrection of a single man in the middle of history, an antithetical concept to Jewish 
thought. What accounts for this radical change? Our best evidence, and their own testimony, says 
it was the resurrection.

The Uniqueness of Jesus’ Resurrection
When a Jewish rebel (seen as a messianic figure by Jewish followers as one who would vindicate 
Israel from foreign rule as prophesied in the Old Testament), with a following, was crucified the 
followers either disbanded the cause and searched for another Jewish rebel to follow or, 
alternatively, they died alongside their leader because of fighting the Romans. Either way the 
movement died. As far as we know this happened to Theudas, Simon ben Giora, Athronges, Bar 
Kockbar, John of Gischala, and others. However, this is what should have happened to Jesus. Jesus 
should have been crucified and his movement obliterated like everyone else’s. The disciples and 
earliest followers should have, judging from history, disbanded and gone looking elsewhere. How-
ever, from Jesus an entire movement begins. What do the earliest witnesses tell us it was? The 
resurrection.

Conclusion
This is not all we could present but as a cumulative case, the evidence reviewed is quite persuasive 
in favour of God resurrecting Jesus from the dead. The resurrection hypothesis boasts early and 
multiple attestation, captured the hearts and minds of Jesus’ earliest followers (disciples), enemies 
(Paul), and nonbelievers (James). Couple this with its unlikely Jewish conception and its radical 
uniqueness “it may,” explains historian Gerd Ludemann, “be taken as historically certain that Peter 
and the disciples had experiences after Jesus’s death in which Jesus appeared to them as the risen 
Christ.”
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